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 uckski September 22, 2011 how do i run programs while booting? that's a rather hard question is it possible? There's a feature
for Windows 8, called "Fast boot" which launches everything you've installed with the boot, including runnable programs. It

runs before GRUB loads blazemore, most on windows 8 are secure boot enabled, so he can't launch any executables from an app
or other partition without using wubi i don't think any of the OSes are compiled with that feature jakubo, he means windows 8

windows well, i mean not a native feature but even a native feature BluesKaj: That's incorrect, if you have Secure Boot disabled
on your BIOS then you can install programs on Windows 8. Windows 8 *must* have Secure Boot enabled. You can disable it.

But if you do that you won't be able to run anything unless you run it in a Virtual Machine one way is to reboot and choose
'quick boot' or 'custom' or whatever its called he could try to find a menu option to do that I think there's an option in Windows
8 called "fast startup" oh ok blazemore: is there a way to do this from an OS? i mean, to compile that specific program into my

grub2? Yeah, there's an application called UnlockBoot blazemore, he could access the windows side partition with WUBI, but if
there's already windows 8 installed it will run the OS on windows 7, which is what blazemore is trying to do. how do you start it?

the win8 partition is not even mounted at all or is that the problem? or any of them jakubo, blaz 82157476af
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